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Minutes of Board of Director’s Meeting
Summit Range Association
March 5, 2015
Meeting convened at 10:15AM. Present were, Brian Denison, Merle Schultz,
Thekla Schultz and Gary Cushner.
February minutes were approved.
Treasurer’s Report was reviewed and approved.
Rangemaster’s Report was prepared by Brian since Merle was incapacitated and
Brian’s report was much appreciated. 663 documented visits in February despite
very little RSO coverage.
Brass has not been delivered for recycle recently but it is not urgent.
One tripod was broken but has been replaced with a nicer model since the
original model was discontinued. Overall the range is in good shape. More grader
blade targets cannot be made at this time since landfill staff is shorthanded and
very busy. Two by two wooden frames are not lasting long. Carpet backers are
working well. Rangemaster’s Report approved.
Agenda Items:
Steel Ops. They are still working on a new design for the flippers. It is expected
that the new design will be ready for review in the next 2 weeks. Brian indicated
to them that it is best for trees to be ready for pickup at the next Tanner Show.
RSO coverage: Merle explained there are only 6 people remaining on the active
list but little RSO time has been provided by them. Mike May indicated he is
trying to spend more time at the range but otherwise no replies have been
received from the other five. Sixty-six hours of RSO time were performed in
February.
RSO Training: It is scheduled for April 11. Brad is waiting for the course to be
registered on the NRA website and then he will do an email blast and will post it
on the SRA website. There have been problems with the NRA website
acceptance of our info. We will probably need to order vests, hats and manuals
for the new trainees. Gary asked for info on how to register for the class.
Instructions will be on the SRA website once the class is registered on NRA’s
site.
Bid for range construction: Brian reported that an email was sent to all bidders
saying bids were so high that all were rejected. There are still conversations
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between the county and some bidders and it is likely changes will be made. The
County and CPW will decide on priorities and the decision will be made shortly.
Trees & Water system: Thekla and Brad will meet with Aaron when Brad is
available.
Secretary Position: Brad will get recruitment posted on the website. We will also
run ads in the Summit Daily for the secretary position as well as the RSO
training.
Range Maintenance: Brian reported that the range is in good shape and we are
still receiving complements from shooters. Gary is willing to come for an hour or
so when targets need to be hung. Gary and Merle will do it Saturday morning.
Public Comment: The NRA banquet at the Silverthorne Pavilion is on May 16.
Tickets are available from Brian at $55 each. We should support them because
of the funds we receive from the Foundation. Discussion of whether a table
could be purchased by SRA and whether that would conflict with our 501(c)3
status. Will consult with Brad to see what he thinks.
Meeting adjourned at 11am.
Submitted by:

Thekla Schultz
Treasurer
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